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“The provision of a new HQ has been a long standing ambition of Durham

and started before austerity. The old HQ building was no longer fit for

purpose or economic to maintain or adapt and required significant

investment to modernise sufficiently and become operationally efficient. In

addition major structural defects were becoming too costly to maintain and

make safe. Also the layout of the old site did not lend itself to introduce

modern methods of working (MMW), which support modern day policing

and is considered an enabler for greater communication, cross department

working and breakdown of silo cultures.”

Foreword

A new HQ provided the opportunity to produce a building

that was more cost effective to run and maintain, was

more environmentally friendly and also represented an

investment in the staff expected to work there. Reduced

running costs have been achieved through the provision

of a smaller building footprint and space allocation

reduction as well as using energy efficient building

systems.

While agile working and MMW are not new concepts, it

was relatively new to the Constabulary which has

historically designed and designated workplaces on a

hierarchical basis. To embrace MMW the Force

acknowledges that work is something you do and not

somewhere you go; therefore the design considered new

ways of working and areas for different types of work. It

was about cultural change.

Gary Ridley

Assistant Chief Officer

Durham Constabulary



“Since its opening we have had lots of visitors and many positive

compliments about the new HQ and we are proud to invite people to the

building and staff no longer feel embarrassed by the working environment.”

An open plan layout was adopted to enable a flexible way of

working, increasing opportunities for sharing spaces and

working more collaboratively between teams. Previously,

distances between people had become a barrier to

effectively working. By removing physical workplace barriers,

enabling interdependencies between teams it enabled staff

To effectively work independently and more collectively

improving staff communication, interaction and working

practices. In addition the transparency of the open

environment is a metaphor for the Force’s ethos.

Future consideration was also essential in order to ensure

the building would be fit for purpose not only at the time of

designing the HQ but in years to come. Policing needs

change frequently and as such team sizes are fluid which

historically has involved much internal adaption to building

layouts. An open plan footprint ensures future flexibility.

An 8:10 desk to person ratio was applied throughout ensuring
parity of space distribution but also to encourage agile working

such as hot-desking and homeworking. New force policies

and procedures were developed in relation to flexible

working options.

Information Technology was seen as the key partner to real

estate management. Technology such as laptops, tablets,

video conferencing, electronic storage, IP telephony and

smartphones enabled space reduction. This symbiotic

relationship was important to enable changes being

implemented to be effective.

As well as the benefits to the Force of the new HQ the

intention was always to provide a facility that staff would

enjoy working in through an improved working environment

with suitable, modern facilities. Throughout the process staff

were consulted and engaged in some design decisions.

Regular internal communication surrounding change

management took place in preparation for the new ways of

working. Regular updates on progress and timescales were

circulated through various methods.

Well thought out design elements were included such as

acoustic baffles to reduce noise transfer; creative use of

colour; automated LED lighting; automated window

opening/closing; modern heating and cooling systems;

maximisation of natural light through minimising depth of

floorplate; modern showers and changing facilities. Security

improvements were also included such as perimeter gabion

walls; anti-ram bollards/planters; card access controls;

CCTV; and gated car parking.
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rooms were well liked but in kitchen areas the amount of

fridge space and smells from use of the microwaves

permeating work areas were reported as issues.

Furniture was well liked, aside from initial issues with some

chairs which did not perform to their specification. Access

was rated positively, people reported that there was enough

parking and that they felt safe accessing the building. There

was some concern about the openness of reception, despite

security measures that had been put in place.

Building Performance

The overall energy use for heating and cooling is below the

industry benchmark level. However, electrical energy use is

much higher, which may be due to the considerable energy

consumption of servers and associated cooling. This higher

than predicted consumption may have occurred if based on

calculations which made inaccurate assumptions about how

the building would be used. Some equipment, including IT

equipment and under-sink water heaters were left on out of

hours which increased the energy baseload.

Thermal comfort was identified as an issue in the building

with end users either feeling too hot or too cold depending

on where they were sitting in the workplace. This was a

result of high levels of glazing and what appears to be a lack

of co-ordination between the M&E systems and the design.

Occupiers were also frustrated at their inability to open

windows when it was below 6°C or above 22.5°C outside.

Operating costs are significantly reduced from the previous

building, and lighting and IT appear to be efficient. However,

there are some areas which are more difficult to maintain

than was anticipated, based on the information that was

supplied.

Introduction
A post-occupancy evaluation of the Durham Constabulary

Headquarters building has been conducted. The building

provides 6,284 sqm of workspace for around 600 staff and

has been designed to facilitate Modern Methods of Working.

Over 220 people were involved in the evaluation in which

qualitative and quantitative data was collected. The key

findings are presented in this report, along with

recommendations.

Findings of Evaluation

Design Process

People were concerned about moving in to an open plan

environment, particularly with other teams, when they had

not been working this way previously. The project team kept

people well informed and addressed concerns before the

move. There was a positive relationship between the design

and client project teams, which was facilitated by the input

from Home Office design advisers. Some difficulties arose

as a result of the procurement process.

Building Design and Use

People in the building liked that it felt open and bright. They

were proud to show the facility to visitors. In terms of spatial

layout people’s fears about open plan generally weren’t

realised as the density of desks allowed people to maintain

some privacy and ensured the background noise levels were

not too high.

The openness of the building was perceived to facilitate

good communication between teams. Toilets and changing

Flexible Working

People reported that communication with other teams

had improved, and that they were communicating

with different people in their own team due to working

more flexibly. The 8:10 desk sharing ratio seems

appropriate based on desk utilisation. However, there

is evidence that some people are starting to take

ownership of workstations and not moving around, or

making as much use as they could of the diverse

range of work spaces

The meeting room provision was felt to be good in

terms of number and variety of spaces. However,

there were issues identified with the effectiveness of

the booking system and people not observing

meeting room protocols. People are generally happy

with the technology they have been provided with.

However, the high proportion of desktop computers

does limit flexible working.

Conclusions

Overall the evaluation results were very positive and

occupiers were pleased with their new facility. There

were some valuable lessons learnt about decisions

that had to be taken, and positives from the project,

which should inform future design of similar buildings.

These are highlighted in the recommendations.

Further recommendations were made in relation to

the relatively few issues identified and include

continuing to review the use of the space, exploring

where further operational efficiencies could be made,

and some recommendations for future design.

Executive Summary
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